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Abstract: Precipitation is a major component of the global water cycle, and its accurate measurement, especially over complex topography, requires a dense gauge network, which is often limited for many parts of the world. In recent decades, Gridded Precipitation Datasets (GPDs) that merge information from satellites, numerical weather prediction models, and available ground data could be a potential alternative source for many hydro-climatic studies. However, their validation is a prerequisite task before utilizing them for different applications. This study aims to evaluate the spatio-temporal consistency of CHIRPSv2.0 and MERRA-2 datasets over different elevation ranges in Turkey based on five hydrological years (2015–2019) under Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE) metric for daily and monthly time steps. Moreover, three categorical indicators, including Threat Score (TS), Pierce Skill Score (PSS), and Gilbert Skill Score (GSS), are employed to address GPD detectability strength for various precipitation intensities. In general, GPDs show high performance for monthly (median KGE of; 0.62–0.76) time step than daily (median KGE of; 0.19–0.28), and MERRA-2 outperforms CHIRPSv2.0 considering daily precipitation, while CHIRPSv2.0 shows higher performance for monthly precipitation, comparatively.
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1. Introduction

Accurate precipitation estimates with high spatio-temporal resolution are essential for many studies related to water resources on regional and global scales [1,2]. Moreover, monitoring precipitation over highly elevated regions and complex topography has been a great challenge in recent years [3,4], and the lack of precipitation observations usually limits hydro-climatic studies, especially for data-scarce regions [5]. Alternatively, Gridded Precipitation Datasets (GPDs), which take advantage of satellite sensor information and numerical weather prediction model output data, present high spatio-temporal resolution and long-term precipitation estimates [1,6]. Considering the input and algorithms utilized to retrieve precipitation estimates, GPDs are classified into the following three groups; (a) those based on information retrieved from ground gauge networks such as Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) [7] and Climate Prediction Center unified (CPC) [8], (b) those that take advantage of satellite Passive-Microwave (PMW) and Infrared (IR) sensors information such as Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks (PERSIANN) [9], Integrated Multi-satelliteE
Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) early run [10], (c) those based on numerical weather prediction models output data (reanalysis) such as European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis fifth generation (ERA5) [11]. It’s worth mentioning that some of the GPDs such as Climate Hazards group InfraRed Precipitation with Stations (CHIRPS) [12] and modern-era retrospective analysis for research and applications, version 2 (MERRA-2) [13], utilize information from satellite, reanalysis, and available ground data. Overall, multi-source GPDs show higher accuracy in precipitation estimates over diverse regions [14–19]. On the other hand, the validation of GPDs over a particular area may not be applicable for other regions, and a detailed assessment is required to address GPDs performance over time and space.

According to the previously described context, this study aims to evaluate the spatio-temporal consistency of two multi-source GPDs (CHIRPSv2.0 and MERRA-2) in reproducing daily and monthly precipitation estimates over distinct elevation ranges. The evaluation is based on five hydrological years (2015–2019). This study provides valuable insights for both developers and end-users to enhance the algorithm and support GPDs selection.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 1 presents a detailed introduction to GPDs. Section 2 of this study gives information on materials and methods. Section 3 presents the results and discussions, and finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Turkey, covering around 784,000 km² (36–42° N latitude and 26–45° E longitude), is selected as the study area (Figure 1). The diverse landscape and highly elevated mountains located in the eastern and northeastern parts of the country have a significant effect on the amount of precipitation. Most of the flat and low-land areas (with an elevation of less than 1000 m) are situated in the western parts, while the highly elevated and complex topographic areas (with an elevation of more than 1000 m) are located in the eastern regions [20,21]. Generally, coastal areas with an elevation of less than 500 m experience higher precipitation than inland regions.
2.2. Data

In this study, the daily rain gauge observations were prepared by the General Directorate of Meteorology (GDM) of Turkey. The data is subjected to extensive quality control by taking into account outliers, discontinuities, and data entry repetition, with 130 rain gauge stations passing the quality control filtering procedures and being accepted as a reference for GPD accuracy assessment. The spatial distribution of the rain gauge network and the number of stations within each elevation range over Turkey is shown in Figure 1.

The Climate Hazards group InfraRed Precipitation with Stations (CHIRPS) version 2 presents precipitation with a high spatial resolution (0.05°) and spatial coverage within 50° S–50° N from 1981 to the present. The dataset was originally developed for climate change analysis and drought monitoring. CHIRPSv2.0 presents precipitation with daily, pentad, monthly, and annual temporal resolutions, and it is available after one month time lag (latency) for public use [12]. CHIRPS can be downloaded at http://chg.ucsb.edu/data/chirps.

The Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications, version 2 (MERRA-2), was the upgraded version of MERRA-1 and is produced by NASA’s Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO). MERRA-2 presents precipitation with global coverage and spatial resolution around ~0.5° from 1980 to the present [13]. The dataset can be found with 1-h, 3-h, or aggregated daily and monthly temporal resolution from https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov and https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/projects/esgf-llnl/websites.

2.3. Methodology

In this context, a quantitative statistical analysis based on the modified Kling-Gupta Efficiency [22] was used to assess the accuracy of GPDs over time and space for daily and monthly precipitation. KGE (Equation (1)) is a relatively new objective function combining Pearson correlation coefficient (r), the ratio of bias (Bias), and variability ratio (VR).

\[ KGE = 1 - \sqrt{(r - 1)^2 + (Bias - 1)^2 + (VR - 1)^2} \]  

(1)

where \( r \) is the Pearson correlation coefficient (Equation (2)), Bias is the ratio of mean observed to GPD precipitation (Equation (3)), and VR is the ratio of observed to GPD precipitation coefficient of variation (Equation (4)).

\[ r = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{(o_i - \mu_o) \times (s_i - \mu_s)}{(\delta_o \times \delta_s)} \right)^{-1} \]  

(2)

\[ Bias = \frac{\mu_s}{\mu_o} \]  

(3)

\[ VR = \frac{\delta_s}{\delta_o} \times \left( \frac{\mu_d}{\mu_o} \right)^{-1} \]  

(4)

In the above equations, \( \delta \) and \( \mu \) show the standard deviation and mean of the distribution, and \( o \) and \( s \) indicate the observed and estimated, respectively.

Moreover, the categorical statistics were utilized to evaluate the detectability of GPDs for daily precipitation. Hence, the daily precipitation from observed and two GPDs are considered as discrete values and classified into five thresholds. The five precipitation thresholds are considered as no/tiny-precipitation (less than 1 mm/day), light precipitation (1–5 mm/day), moderate precipitation (5–20 mm/day), heavy precipitation (20–40 mm/day), and extreme precipitation (more than 40 mm/day) [23]. The Threat Score (TS) (Equation (5)), Peirce’s Skill Score (PSS) (Equation (56)), and Gilbert Skill Score (GSS) (Equation (7)) evaluate the detectability strength of CHIRPSv2.0 and MERRA-2 datasets.

Figure 1. Shows the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) using 30 m SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission—https://eartheplorer.usgs.gov) and station distribution over different elevation ranges.
\[ TS = \frac{H}{H + F + M} \]  

\[ PSS = \frac{(H \times CN) - (F \times M)}{(H + M)(F + CN)} \]  

\[ GSS = \frac{H - H_{\text{random}}}{H + M + F - H_{\text{random}}}, \text{ where } H_{\text{random}} = \frac{(H + M)(H + F)}{H + M + F + CN} \]  

In the above equations: \( M \) (Miss); when the observed precipitation is not detected. \( F \) (False); when the precipitation is detected but not observed, \( H \) (Hit); when the observed precipitation is correctly detected, \( CN \) (Correct Negative); a no precipitation event is detected. All selected statistical indicators have their optimum at unity. Furthermore, A point-grid method was carefully chosen for comparison of GPDs with gauge precipitation data, where the value of each grid box at the station location is extracted. Finally, the stations are classified based on their location (Figure 1) over four distinct elevation ranges (<500 m, 500–1000 m, 1000–1500 m and >1500 m) and the accuracy assessment of GPDs was done considering daily and monthly time steps.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Evaluation of Mean Precipitation

Figure 2 shows the mean daily and monthly precipitation at the regional scale, obtained from observed, CHIRPSv2.0 and MERRA-2 datasets. Considering the observed data, the region receives precipitation of around 1.80 mm and 56.25 mm for daily and monthly time steps respectively. Moreover, areas with an elevation of less than 500 m, which mostly represent coastal regions, experience higher precipitation amounts (2.37 mm/day and 73.2 mm/month), and areas located within 500–1000 m elevation ranges show the lowest amount of precipitation, which typically represents precipitation in the central part of Turkey surrounded by Taurus Mountains.

Furthermore, regions with elevation more than 1500 m relatively represents the highly elevated areas located in the eastern part of the country and experiences higher precipitation, comparatively. From the results, CHIRPSv2.0 shows close precipitation estimates to observed and its perfect records is obtained over areas with elevation more than 1500 m. On the other hand, MERRA-2 underestimates daily and monthly precipitation only in the coastal areas (area with elevation less than 500 m) where the amount of
overestimation is increased by increasing elevation ranges from the west to the east, and shows the highest overestimation over regions with elevations more than 1500 m.

3.2. Performance Accuracy of GPDs at the Grid-Point and Regional Scales

The reliability of select GPDs at the station location is expressed in the form of Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE) and its three components (correlation, Bias, and variability ratio) considering the daily and monthly time steps (Figure 3). Overall, both CHIRPSv2.0 and MERRA-2 show higher performance for the monthly precipitation than the daily time step. Considering daily precipitation, MERRA-2 shows higher performance compared to CHIRPSv2.0 at the grid-point level for the daily time step, which is relatively indicated by higher KGE and correlation coefficient (r) values. However, MERRA-2 shows a larger bias than CHIRPSv2.0, especially in the inner (with an elevation range of 500–1500 m) and eastern parts of the country for both time steps. Moreover, CHIRPSv2.0 is able to present effective monthly precipitation compared to MERRA-2, in terms of KGE and correlation, and shows lower bias comparatively. Overall, MERRA-2 shows lower performance over highly elevated regions (areas with an elevation of more than 1500 m), such as the eastern regions.

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3. Reliability of CHIRPSv2.0 and MERRA-2 at the station location expressed in the form of KGE and its three components for daily and monthly precipitation.

Figure 4 presents the performance of selected GPDs at the regional scale over the entire region and four distinct elevation ranges. Considering daily precipitation, MERRA-2 shows higher performance over the entire region (median KGE of 0.28) and its performance varies from 0.18 to 0.33 over different elevation ranges. However, MERRA-2 displays lower performance when the elevation is increased. On the other hand, CHIRPSv2.0 exhibits a stable but lower performance compared to MERRA-2 over different elevation ranges (median KGE of 0.15–0.22). Moreover, both GPDs show significantly higher
performance for monthly precipitation, but CHIRPSv2.0 outperforms MERRA-2 for the monthly time step. This can be attributed to the fact that MERRA-2 shows a slightly lower correlation compared to CHIRPSv2.0 for the monthly time step. Furthermore, CHIRPSv2.0 displays a variability ratio close to unity for the daily precipitation, whereas MERRA-2 shows a variability ratio closer to one for the monthly time step. Finally, both GPDs show a relatively higher correlation to the observed for the monthly time step compared to the daily time step.

**Figure 4.** Reliability of CHIRPSv2.0 and MERRA-2 at the regional scale expressed in the form of KGE and its three components for daily and monthly precipitation.

### 3.3. Detection Ability of GPDs for Daily Precipitation

The detection ability of GPDs for different intensities is expressed in the form of Threat Score (TS), Pierce Skill Score (PSS), and Gilbert Skill Score (GSS) (Figure 5). Overall, both GPDs show higher detectability of no/tiny precipitation and moderate precipitation (5–20 mm/day). Generally, GPDs’ detection abilities decrease with the increase of precipitation intensities, which is generally the case in literature. This was partly due to the demanding classification criteria: several intensity classes are selected, which makes it hard to differentiate among them instead of a simple rain/no rain scenario. Considering the detection ability of GPDs over the entire region and four elevation ranges, both GPDs show higher detectability of moderate precipitation than light precipitation. This may be due to the higher probability of the occurrence of moderate precipitation rather than light precipitation. However, MERRA-2 shows higher detectability strength compared to CHIRPSv2.0 over different elevation classes, and CHIRPSv2.0 only shows slightly higher detection ability for extreme (>40 mm/day) precipitation over areas with an elevation of less than 500 m, which mostly presents coastal regions in the country. Finally, both GPDs show higher detection ability for flat and low-land regions, and their detectability strength decreases as the elevation increases.
Figure 5. GPDs’ skill in reproducing daily precipitation events of different intensities is stated in the form of TS, PSS, and GSS over the entire region and four elevation ranges.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the spatio-temporal consistency of CHIRPSv2.0 and MERRA-2 are evaluated over four distinct elevation ranges, considering daily and monthly time steps. The observed precipitation data from 130 stations were collected for five hydrological years (2015–2019). The Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE), including its three components (Pearson correlation, the ratio of bias, and variability ratio), is selected for GPD stability evaluation over time and space. Moreover, three categorical metrics (TS, PSS, and GSS) are employed for GPDs detection ability analysis considering five precipitation intensities. Based on the comprehensive evaluation of GPDs, the following findings can be summarized:

- MERRA-2 shows a higher precipitation amount (bias) for areas over 500 m elevation and becomes more observable over areas with an elevation of more than 1500 m, while CHIRPSv2.0 produces effective daily and monthly precipitation and it has a nearly perfect match with observed precipitation over areas having an elevation of more than 1500 m.
- Overall, MERRA-2 exhibits higher performance compared to CHIRPSv2.0 for the daily time step, where CHIRPSv2.0 outperforms MERRA-2 considering the monthly time window.
- Considering the performance of GPDs over different elevation ranges, CHIRPSv2.0 presents a relatively stable performance compared to MERRA-2 for both daily and monthly precipitation.
- Overall, MERRA-2 displays relatively higher detectability strength compared to CHIRPSv2.0 for different precipitation intensities, while CHIRPSv2.0 shows detection ability higher than MERRA-2 only for extreme precipitation over areas with less than 500 m elevation. Moreover, both the CHIRPSv2.0 and MERRA-2 detection abilities decrease as the intensity and elevation increase.

The results of this study provide an insight for both GPDs’ developers and end users to consider these findings as guidance for future GPD development and in careful selection of GPDs for research purposes.
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